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13 
Best Practices in 
Writing Assessment 
ROBERT C. CALFEE and 
ROXANNE GREITZ MILLER 
We begin this chapter with three snapshots to ground our discus-
sion in the realities of practice. Each snapshot reflects several classroom 
experiences that we have shaped into an integrated portrait: 
Samuel had delivered his first show-and-tell report earlier in the 
morning. Now he sat beside Ms. Hancock as she reviewed the notes 
she had made at the time. Sam was small for his age and a bit shy, 
and talking in front of the entire class had been a challenge, but he 
had made it! His topic had been his new baby sister. After announc-
ing that she had come home from the hospital, he was at a loss 
about what to say next. Ms. Hancock prompted him with a few 
questions. What kind of hair did she have? What kind of noises did 
she make? What did she do? Samuel had something to say about 
each of these matters. Ms. Hancock has written four sentences from 
Samuel's words: "Martha is my new sister. She is bald. She gurgles. 
She mostly sleeps." Samuel has completed his first academic project, 
which will appear in the upper lefthand section of the weekly parent 
newsletter. His parents show delight as reads his report to them, and 
it sets the stage for the upcoming parent-teacher conference. 
June has been a voracious reader since preschool and started a per-
sonal journal in second grade. As a fourth grader, she has already 
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written several brief papers, but now she faces a different 
..,u,cu.u:;n!.!'f> : 
Her teacher, Mr. Buchers, has announced that the March ao:s~1gn,.. 
ment will be a research paper. Students must first select a curre 
events topic for background reading. Both the reading and · · nt 
will be expository rather than personal narrative. Mr. Buchers is en-
rap~ured by history a~d s~ent time d~ring the fall and spring· 
ducmg _stude~ts to hist~ncal analysis. Now the class is going 
study history m the mak~~g! ~r. Buchers _explains that he is pushing 
the class; this ty~e of wntmg 1s generally mtroduced in fifth or sixth 
grade, but he thmks they are up to it, so he is giving them a head 
start. !he assignment will take 2 or 3 weeks to complete; they will 
work m small groups. Mr. Buchers reviews some basics: how to 
materials in the library and on the computer and how to take notes 
for the report. June is considering "Can a woman be President?" as 
her topic. Her parents have different positions; her father is inclined 
to support the idea, but her mother is less sure. June agrees with her 
father but knows that she must consider both sides of the issue. It 
will be a different kind of writing and reading for her. 
Tom and Chizuko have been good friends since they met in ninth-
grade math. As they near the end of high school, the SAT writing 
test looms large on the horizon. They both enjoy math and "'"''·.,. .... ,.,._, 
but are less comfortable with composition assignments and neither 
did espec~ally well _on the PSAT writing test. They n~w study to-
gether, usmg matenals from the College Board website as a guide: 
"Brainstorm, collect information, organize, do a rough draft, revise 
and refine, read more, and write more" (www.collegeboard.com). 
Great advice, but how should one use it during an on-dc~man~j 
timed test? Math seems simpler to them-analyze the problem, 
work out the answer, and that's it. Writing is so mushy, with never 
enough time to make sure that everything is exactly right. And no 
one seems to teach writing! English class is about novels and pl 
and their other teachers expect students already to know how 
write. 
These snapshots capture the range of writing scenarios that studetlts. 
experience during their school years. By the end of elementary schoo 
students seldom write unless they have to and then only because it 
"counts." In high school, writing begins to count a lot, across the board 
and over the long run. The College Board advice about effective .. , ... ; ... i_,.,.,.. 
is certainly on target. Best practices should follow these guidelines, but 
too often neither students nor teachers can find the time. Standards ha 
to be met, content has to be covered, and the textbook has to be 
ished. Writing is included in the standards, but the responsibility for ac:,.. 
quiring skill rests largely on students' shoulders. In the element:anr 
grades, reading has priority; in many classes, as much as half the 
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demic day is devoted to the basal reader. By thed middhl~ hschool ye
1
_ar
1
s, 
h deal with more than 100 students every ay, w 1c means Itt e teac ers . . . . . 
0 
portunity for mdividua~Izatlon o~ any s_ort. . . . . 
p 0 r assignment in this chapter 1s to discuss best practices m wnt1ng 
m
uent a task that poses a twofold challenge for teachers-first, the 
assess ' . . . d · k"ll · task of providing authentic opp~rtumt~es for stu ents to acq~tre s 1 m 
· · while covering an ever-mcreasmg array of other curnculum de-
wntmg f 
d . second the overriding pressures to ensure that students per orm mans, ' . 
11 n the standardized tests that have become the pnmary account-we o f . 1 
ability index. As we complete this chapter, ew state testmg s_rstems re y 
Y Sl.gnificant degree on performance tests for measunng student to an . d d d .. 
achievement. Multiple-choice tests dommate, an on- eman wntlng 
tests (including the SAT) generally contravene the counsel provided by 
the College Board. . 
We assume that we are writing for teachers who are wnters and 
h t You understand the importance of establishing both audience and t a . " h h . " purpose. We have framed our audience as teac ers w o are wnters 
ther than "writing teachers." Ideally, every teacher, across all grades ra . 1 f" and subject matters, should incorporate writing as an mtegra part o In-
struction because writing reveals thinking (Miller & Calfee, 2004) and 
can serve as a critical source of information for both teacher and _stu-
dent. Writing takes time and patience, which can be a challenge m a 
daily curriculum packed with objectives an? standard~. 'Ye assume t_hat 
our audience has some freedom, although It may be hm1ted, to dev1ate 
from the official schedule and the patience required to help students re-
flect on their learning. 
Our purpose is to survey assessment concepts and techniques su~-
ported by research and practical experience and to sugges~ ways to fit 
these ideas into the realities of policies that, although well mtended, of-
ten conflict with best practices. The advice from the College Board illus-
trates this point; it captures many facets of best practices, _b~t the real 
SAT assessment permits none of these elements. We have hm1ted space 
for presenting how-to details, but we will provide selected references to 
help apply the ideas. 
The chapter is organized around three topics. First, we describe the 
concept of embedded classroom writing assessments designed to inform 
instruction and provide evidence about learning. The bottom line here is 
the recommendation that writing tasks (instruction and assessment) be 
designed to support the learning of significant academic topics (Urquhart 
& Mciver, 2005). Next, we present several contrasts that emerge from 
this perspective: process versus product, formative versus summative 
evaluation, and assessment versus testing. Finally, we review a se_t of 
building blocks that is essential to all writing assessments, especially 
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those that are classroom-based: the prompt, the procedures, and 
rubrics. As you have probably realized from the scenarios and the 
cussion thus far, our focus will be on composing more than rne:cntznt.r:<:· 
Attent~on to spelling a~d grammar is eventually important, but it helps 
the wnter has somethmg to say and has learned how to organize his 
her ideas. 
WRITING TO LEARN 
When and how should students learn to write? In reading, the contrast is 
oft~n ~ade. b~tw~en learning to read an~ .reading to learn (Chall, 1995). 
A s1m1lar dtstmctwn can be made for wntmg, but we think that the basic 
idea is flawed in both instances. From the earliest stages, both .u::i:lLuunr.~ 
and writing should be grounded in the purposes of literacy: to think and 
to communicate. To be sure, students need to acquire skills and strate• 
gies for handling print, which requires time (and patience) from 
teacher and student, but learning is more effective when motivated by a 
clear purpose. In short, learning to write is generally best grounded 
writing to learn. 
. In a world where student achievement is often gauged by the appli-
cation of a pencil to a multiple-choice bubble, it is important to remem-
ber that writing is a performance task that requires substantial effort, 
motivation, persistence, strategic planning, and skill, as well as knowl-
edge about the topic. If any of these ingredients is missing during an as .. 
sessment, then the student's potential can be substantially underesti-
mated. Valid assessment needs to tap into both product and n1"rv·l3·"· 
with probes that gauge each of the preceding elements. 
For all of these reasons, it makes sense that writing and writing 
sessment should be linked to meaningful academic outcomes. Given 
substantial costs to everyone, writing activities are best focused on 
nificant matters, rather than on writing for the sake of writing. This 
ommendation does not mean that writing must center around 
schoolwork. For Samuel, the kindergarten show-and-tell report ae1mon':'' 
strates that he can focus on a topic (his new sister) and elaborate with 
few sentences. He can now apply the strategy to the rock in his ooc::Ker, 
the snake in the terrarium, and (later) the causes of the Civil War. 
and her classmates are acquiring new skills and strategies, including 
mechanics of the five-paragraph essay, but the focus is the topic of 
historical research. Tom and Chizuko have, in the best of worlds, 
more than a decade learning to write as laid out by the College ~~·--.,.., .. 
The reality is probably quite different. Instead of approaching the 
with experiences that leave them confident and self-assured, able 
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dapt what they know to a broad range of situations, they suddenly con-
:ront a high-stakes task for which they feel poorly prepared. If they are 
lucky, their teacher (or tutor) will take this opportunity to help these two 
oung people learn to deal with the SAT and to see the difference be-~een SAT writing and real writing. 
Best practices in writing assessment begin with an authentic task, 
where purpose and audience are clear and meaningful, where support 
and feedback are readily available, and where the final product has aca-
demic value for the student. Contemporary surveys of writing assess-
ment (Black, Harris, Lee, Marshall, & William, 2003; Chappuis, Stiggins, 
Arter, & Chappuis, 2005; Harp, 2006; Stiggins, 2004) typically employ 
a conceptual framework with the elements shown in Figure 13.1. 
Let us offer a few cautions before discussing the elements in Figure 
13.1. The model suggests a fixed path not intended by the framers, but 
the basic elements generally make sense as a model of classroom assess-
ment. The model needs to be filled in for a specific application, of 
course. In this instance, what is missing is "writing about what, and 
why?" At the risk of overstating the point, we recommend that you not 
teach writing for the sake of writing. Instead, think about ways in which 
writing can support learning of academic outcomes, including both con-
tent and process. From the lowly book report to the daunting research 
paper, subject matter provides opportunities for students to demonstrate 
learning at the same time that they acquire skill in communicating. For 
the teacher, the point is that writing (like reading) becomes an integral 
part of virtually every lesson. You may be asking yourself, "Who is go-
ing to grade all of this stuff?" We address this question later. 
Three implications spring from embedding writing in subject-matter 
learning. First, this approach addresses issues of topic and purpose di-
rectly. Whether a check of background knowledge, a quick quiz to review 
an assigned reading, or an extended project, writing becomes an integral 
part of the learning process. Second, writing (like reading) varies sub-
stantially with developmental level and subject matter. What can be ex-
pected of a second grader describing a collection of fall leaves, a fifth 
Rep rt As ess 
FIGURE 13.1. Conceptual model for classroom assessment. 
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grader preparing a report on why gas prices rise and fall, and an eigh 
grader developing an opinion piece about graduation ceremonies? Third 
assessment techniques need to be shaped differently for each of these see: 
narios. In particular, valid and informative assessments must balance 
content with writing; to what extent does the composition reveal under~ 
standing of the topic, and how well written is the work? 
Now a few words about each element in Figure 13.1. The action 
element is instruct, a word from the same root as structure, with the con,. 
notation of building, designing, framing, and completing. Teachers have 
the responsibility to help young people construct academic edifices dur-
ing the school years-identifying essential parts of various structures 
setting the stage for student projects, engaging them in the building task' 
checking the work along the way, and inspecting the final project. Liter: 
acy serves as an essential tool kit (or machine shop) for the construction 
process. Best practices for writing assessment check the status of the kit· 
the tools need to be in good shape, and the user must know how to us~ 
them effectively. Authentic curricular goals are the critical substance for 
the enterprise. 
The joining of assess and evaluate is critical to best practices. We 
say more about assess in the next section, where we contrast it with test 
' but the core idea is the collection of evidence about student learning~ 
Evaluate refers to the interpretation of the evidence. These two are inter~ 
woven, rather than sequential, but they require different activities and 
states of mind. When Ms. Hancock takes notes on Samuel's words dur-
ing his report, these serve as evidence as does the scaffolding she pro;. 
vides along the way. Samuel was clearly eager to tell classmates about his 
new sister, but leading questions kept him going. He was still learning 
his ABCs and, from one perspective, was not able to read, but when Ms. 
Hancock wrote his sentences in the daily report, he could read them on 
his own. All these observations serve as evidence, which often takes 
shape as a story like Samuel's. 
What does the story tell about what Samuel knows and can 
What might be the most useful next steps instructionally? Such questions 
exemplify the evaluation process, which requires reflection and debate. 
The point is not to decide whether the performance is good or bad but 
consider alternative interpretations that suggest various · · 
responses-to think like an experimenter (Calfee & Hiebert, 1990). 
question is not "Can Samuel compose/write a show-and-tell 
which implies a yes-or-no response. Rather, it is "Under what conditions 
can Samuel produce a show-and-tell report with particular characteris;. 
tics?" (e.g., three ideas related to a central theme). The evidence in 
case suggests that Samuel has not yet learned this task to the point 
it has become automatic. On the other hand, with a bit of guidance 
was able to complete the task reasonably well and seemed enth 
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about his accomplishment. He was engaged, he could talk about the re-
sults, and the event set the stage for his future learning activities and pro-
vided a model for the entire class. 
Recommendations for best practices typically include completion of 
a report as an element. The basic idea is to document the activity. In fact, 
classroom assessment is often on the fly, with the results recorded men-
tally; where the evidence is oral, memory may be all that is possible. An 
important feature of written material is that one does not have to rely on 
memory-there is a concrete record. The question is how to make effec-
tive use of the information. 
The most important assessment record is the one that serves the 
teacher in documenting student learning and steering instructional deci-
sion making. The student is clearly an important audience for such infor-
mation, which can provide feedback, encouragement, guidance, and 
sometimes grades. Other audiences include parents, administrators, and 
other teachers. Reporting, except for formal mandates like report cards, 
tends to receive relatively little attention in educational situations, which 
is somewhat strange when you think about it. If you visit your doctor or 
auto mechanic, you expect assessment and evaluation to be part of the 
exchange, typically as a basis for action. You also expect a record of the 
entire process-what was checked, what was found, and what was done. 
Best practices for schooling should be documented to provide a basis for 
reflection on student learning, and to guide the teacher in shaping the 
curriculum in practice. 
June's teacher, Mr. Buchers, appears tuned in to this principle. The 
class assignment is to write a research paper about a significant curricu-
lum goal, the analysis of historical happenings. The task requires both 
reading and writing, but, most important, it requires thinking. June will 
report regularly to the class about her project, and Mr. Buchers will 
gently but firmly model and shape questions during these discussions. 
What evidence does June offer for her claims about a woman president? 
What about other interpretations? lessons from previous decades? possi-
bilities for the future? June's written record informs Mr. Buchers about 
her progress in dealing with these questions. Tom and Chizuko, in con-
trast, often feel that they are working in the dark. Their English teacher 
administers biweekly practice exams and offers suggestions for self-
assessment. The opportunity to practice helps, but it is up to the students 
to review their progress and decide what they need to do to improve. 
CONTRASTS IN WRITING-BASED LEARNING 
When writing becomes a commonplace of daily life in the classroom, the 
teacher confronts interesting contrasts. Evidence of student learning is 
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everywhere, which allows assessment of both process and product. The 
teac~er directly. experiences the distinction between formative and surn-
mative evaluatiOn, between gro~th and accomplishment. It clearly 
serv~s no purpose to grade every piece of student work, but neither can 
on~ tgnore students' efforts; rather, the goal is to use compositions to 
gmde growth. Students will eventually begin to take for granted the con-
ditions of authentic writing, which allow time and offer support (from 
the teacher and other students), but they also need to learn about there-
alities of tested, on-demand writing. Each situation offers opportunities 
to re:iew the distinctive features of best practices (or at least very good 
practices). 
A student composition provides information about both content 
and process, about what students have learned and how well they can 
communicate it. One aim of this volume is to encourage teachers to con-
sider writing as an integral part of learning for all curriculum domains 
so the what is especially important. ' 
We return to this matter shortly, but first we address the how well 
question, which centers on communicating, which is at its core a two-
way process. Notice that, unlike reading and writing, schools do not 
schedule separate classes on listening and speaking. The point is not that 
students do not know how to listen and speak-they generally appear 
able to communicate informally with family and friends-but that virtu-
ally every student needs to learn about academic discourse (Heath, 
!983). The usual assumption is that they will acquire this language reg-
Ister through participation in classroom conversations throughout the 
day. In fact, if you listen to such conversations, they frequently turn out 
to be rather one-sided, with teacher talk the dominant discourse and stu-
dent talk rather sparse. 
What are the alternatives to teacher talk? How can the teacher pro-
vide reasonable opportunities for students to engage in genuine aca-
demic discourse during classroom discussions? Time is limited. Only one 
student can hold the floor at any given time. Small-group techniques 
offer one option, but management poses a challenge, as does documen-
tation (and, hence, assessment and evaluation). Writing provides a prac-
tical approach-students can all write at the same time, and the informa-
tion does not disappear into the air-but ( 1) students must write well 
enough to capture what they have to say, and (2) someone has to handle 
evaluation tasks. 
Separating content and process is an important first step for speak-
ing as well as writing. A student may have produced a beautiful piece of 
writing (process), but the content may show little grasp of the topic or 
may simply be off topic. Another student may turn in a piece that is dif-
ficult to handle-poorly organized, misspelled, ungrammatical-but 
somehow one realizes that the student is deeply engaged with the message. 
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Surface features may stand in the way of appreciating what a student has 
to say. The challenge is to see beyond the mechanical flaws to an appre-
ciation of the substance of the message. 
We are not completely satisfied with our content and process labels. 
A contrast is also made between process and product, the difference be-
tween how a student writes a paper and the quality of the final work. 
Product often refers to organization and coherence, as well as mechani-
cal details, all of which are important, but the substance of the composi-
tion is generally overlooked in product rubrics. Especially when writing 
is linked to subject-matter learning, it is important for assessment to give 
attention to the substance. Holistic approaches mush everything to-
gether, and most analytical approaches downplay or ignore substance. 
So we use process to .refer to the student's activities in writing a composi-
tion as well as the characteristics of the written work, and product to re-
fer to the substance of the work as a response to the assignment. Books 
and articles on writing and writing assessment deal generically with the 
writing part of the equation. Teachers are generally left on their own to 
figure out how to use a composition to judge student understanding of a 
topic. 
Suppose, for example, that you have assigned eighth graders to 
write a paper explaining variation in the seasons. You emphasize that 
the work needs to be well crafted, and you have explained the rubrics 
for gauging coherence and conventions. How do you explain your plan 
for judging the substance of the papers? We assume that your instruc-
tional aim is something other than a collection of Web-based cut-and-
paste pieces, that you expect students to go beyond a summary of re-
source materials to reconstruct or transform the ideas. In this case, you 
can expect individual variation in both structure and specifics. Within 
these variations, it is still possible to define the key concepts (e.g., the 
inclination of the earth on its axis) and essential relations (what happens 
at the North Pole as the Earth moves around the Sun). If these critical ele-
ments are missing or unclear, then the student presentation of the content 
is problematic, no matter how engaging or well structured the piece. In a 
study of Harvard graduates by Schneps (1989), students told enthralling 
stories about how the seasons changed as the Earth moved around the 
Sun. Unfortunately, the substance of their compositions (which were 
oral rather than written) was wildly wrong in many instances. 
Assessment of content should allow writers considerable leeway, 
within reason, in how they approach the task. For example, suppose a 
student structures the essay as a narrative in which a space station crew 
recounts their observations as they circumnavigate the globe from 
25,000 miles above the earth. This composition would be quite different 
from a more scientific piece that lays out the sequence of seasonal pat-
terns in mechanical detail or a persuasive essay that describes how the 
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shifting seasons play a role in the development of holes in the ozo 
layer. !h~ goal in .assessing content is to judge students' mastery of ne 
essential mformatwn as they play with different styles and audienc Sup~ose t~e assignm~nt is to explain the seasons to third graders. w::; 
considerations come mto play when the challenge is to explain the co ~ ~ent to a genuin~ novice? The power of including compositions in su~­
Jec~-matter curn~ula is that students are called upon to demonstrate 
the1r unde:standmg of a topic in a range of settings. The assessment 
challenge IS to develop a set of principles that accommodate a wid 
range of topics in a consistent manner, so that the rules of the game e 
not constantly change. Notice that more is involved than getting the 
facts right. Facts are part of the puzzle, but concepts and relations 
among the facts are even more important. 
The second contrast is between formative and summative evalua.,. 
ti?n (Bloom, Hastings, & Madaus, 1971), which often amounts to the 
difference between judging growth versus judging accomplishment (Calfee 
1997). Formative evaluation entails relatively informal procedures fo; 
obtaini~g informa~ion that can guide improvement in student learning. 
Th~ pnmary goal ~n the classroom setting is to establish the degree to 
which the student 1s making progress-and, if he or she is not, to find 
out how to help the student begin to move ahead. Formative evaluation 
is experimental in the truest sense of the concept; under what conditions 
can a student perform the task at a level adequate to meet prescribed 
standards? A student may fail a task for many reasons. Formative evalu-
ation searches for the conditions that support success, which can include 
helpful advice from the teacher, can also open the way to explore interest 
and motivation, opportunities to cooperate, and various accommodations. 
Notice that in the formative mode of assessment and evaluation documen-
ta~ion of the scaffolding conditions is an important part of evid~nce, along 
~1th student performance. Formative evaluation is richly qualitative, creat-
mg portraits that can be viewed from different perspectives. 
An example may serve to illuminate the point. Martin, who is re-
peating third grade, spends part of the day in a special education class. 
The diagnosis includes poor decoding skills, weak vocabulary, limited 
comprehension skills, and a total lack of motivation when it comes to 
reading. Martin cannot read and does not want to learn. During a 
school visit, one of us (Calfee) was asked to take a look at Martin, an in-
vitation for formative evaluation. Martin, the teacher, and I met in the 
teacher's office, where a stack of textbooks had been placed on the table. 
The teacher asked Martin to pick a favorite book to show me how he 
could read. The aim was to give Martin a choice, which made sense. The 
problem, of course, was that Martin had little interest in any of th~ 
books, as evidenced by an uplifted eyebrow. I moved the books to the 
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side and asked, "What do you think about them Bulls?" The school was 
in Chicago, and it was the heyday for the local basketball team. Martin 
brightened considerably and spoke at length about the team's exploits. 
The structure of his exposition was well formed, his vocabulary was rich 
and appropriate to the topic, and he seemed quite enthusiastic. When 
asked about his sources of information-"You must watch a lot of 
television?" -Martin responded that he watched the broadcasts, but 
was also an avid reader of the sports section in the local paper. How to 
evaluate this exchange? Formative evaluation pays attention to subtle 
dues such as raised eyebrows, tone of voice, and choice of words. Trian-
gulation is critical; any single piece of evidence is limited, so the evalua-
tor must put many pieces together. In Martin's case, I concluded that he 
could decode under certain conditions, that he exhibited significant ca-
pacity to handle complex vocabulary and comprehension tasks, that he 
was capable of constructing an engaging exposition, and that he was 
highly motivated. The obvious challenge was to move these capacities 
from the basketball arena to the classroom setting. 
Summative evaluations address bottom-line issues, captured not by 
a rich portrait but by a few numbers or letters. Today's students must 
meet established levels of accomplishment on mandated tests at pre-
scribed grade levels. The teacher needs to keep these requirements in 
mind for individual students, especially those who enter the school sys-
tem at a disadvantage. The point is that the consequences of formative 
and summative evaluation are quite different; if a student fails a 
summative event, seldom does the evidence provide valid information 
about how to remedy the problem. In addition, summative assessments 
arise from external mandates and are beyond the control of the class-
room teacher. 
Which brings us to the third contrast, assessment versus testing. 
Assess, from French, means to "sit beside," to exchange thoughts, and 
so on-a positive context. Test is from Latin, and conveys the sense of 
pulverizing-less friendly. Most summative evaluations rely on a testing 
environment. The individual is placed under stress with no support and 
limited time. Assessment is critical for guiding instruction, but the 
teacher also needs to help students prepare for the demands of testing 
situations in modern life, from the SAT to the driver's license test. 
As students move through the grades, it makes sense to help them 
manage a gradual transition from assessment to testing. Testing kinder-
gartners is questionable practice and may even be unethical. It is proba-
bly reasonable to test most high school students to certify their capacity 
to demonstrate skill and knowledge in the academic arena and to pro-
vide evidence about work habits and the like. Test taking can and should 
be taught, including strategies for multiple-choice exams and for writing. 
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In today's high-stakes environment, it is especially important for 
young people to be clear about the distinction between testing and as-
sessment and the gradations between these two points. Accordingly, the 
t~acher needs to incorporate the distinction explicitly in classroom prac-
tiCe. Psy~ho~ogi~ts use the t~rm metacognition to describe "thinking 
about thmkmg. It may be Important to teach meta-writing to help 
students learn to describe how they approach various writing tasks, in-
cluding their understanding of conditions, expectations, and criteria. 
Turning again to the College Board advice, we can imagine teachers 
leading their students through authentic writing exercises like those rec-
ommended but also introducing students to the realities of testing, such 
as how to apply skill and knowledge when taking the SAT. Older stu-
dents are capable of handling these contrasts. They all know the differ-
ence between real driving and behavior on a driving test. 
CONSTRUCTING EMBEDDED 
WRITING ASSESSMENTS 
This final section focuses on building an assessment protocol that pro-
vides valid evidence to support the model of curriculum-embedded writ-
ing sketched earlier (Calfee & Miller, 2005). The facets covered here are 
important for any writing assessment. The purpose is to place these facets 
within the context of the classroom teacher's daily work. It is one thing 
when a testing company or state develops a large-scale writing assess-
ment. It can call upon its teams of experts, conduct pilot runs, calculate 
complex statistics, aiJ.d so on. It is another thing when the classroom 
teacher sets forth to prepare a writing task that is relatively casual, 
intended for a one-time, low-stakes formative assessment. The second 
scenario may actually be more critical, in that the teacher can use the in-
formation to make judgments about student learning-the stakes are not 
high, but they are significant. 
The facets required to construct a writing assessment are similar for 
virtually any scenario: the prompt, the procedure, and the rubric. Next, 
we explore each of these basic constructs, emphasizing the application to 
formative assessment in classroom settings. 
The prompt sets the stage for the writing task. Rather amazingly, 
there is relatively little research on how variation in prompt design 
affects the quality of student writing, and we have accordingly spent 
considerable time on this facet in our research and practice with teach-
ers. 
Constructing a prompt is almost like writing a separate passage. In 
a brief amount of space, the teacher has to cover the following points: 
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• Develop a focus statement that directs students' attention to the 
key topic for the composition, activates prior knowledge (includ-
ing the target text), and directs students in thinking about the 
task. 
• Present, as clearly as possible, the purpose of the composition. 
Words like tell, describe, explain, convince, and illustrate serve 
this purpose, especially if students have received prior instruction 
on these terms. 
• Identify the audience for the work. This is a challenge in school 
writing because everyone knows that the teacher is the real audi-
ence, but students can learn, to good advantage, to imagine vari-
ous audiences. Indeed, for a good deal of authentic writing, we 
have to rely on imagination. Freedman (1997) gives a delightful 
and informative account of the ways in which high school stu-
dents in San Francisco and London handled audience in writing 
to one another. With a little creativity, local audiences can be 
identified-the principal, the mayor, the editor of the newspaper. 
Writing for nobody can be discouraging. 
• Where appropriate, specify the form of the product, such as a 
paragraph (or more) or a letter (a favorite because of the 
style). 
• Tell the writers as much as possible about the criteria to be used 
in judging the work. How important are supporting details? If a 
text is provided, how should it be used? Is the work a draft, or 
should the student attempt a polished product? Ideally, for class-
room assessments, criteria have been defined early in the school 
year and practiced (with feedback) regularly. 
This advice means that the prompt becomes a mini-essay in its own 
right, and this is a problem because it takes a lot of work for the teacher 
to prepare and a lot of time for the student to digest. For classroom as-
sessments, however, the investment in prompt preparation can be worth 
the effort because it provides an opportunity to teach students how to 
comprehend a prompt, including those instances when much of the in-
formation is missing. 
Consider the following two prompts: 
• Describe the differences between evergreen and deciduous trees. 
List at least three examples of each type of tree and describe what 
they are like. 
• Explain the differences between evergreen and deciduous trees. 
Give three examples for each type of tree, and describe how these 
examples illustrate the differences. 
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These prompts are fairly typical of what we see in writing asses 
developed by districts for classroom assessments. They are silent 
audience and form. Both are roughly equal in length, but we suspect 
the second question would pose the greater challenge. Describe 
explain place quite different demands on the writer. Examples that 
lustrate the differences" require more thought than random t;xamtolt~~ 
presented without a purpose. 
Think about the possible answer spaces for each prompt, the con .. 
tent that students might generate in response to the prompt. Think 
ways in which students might set out on productive paths or how 
might be stalemated or led astray. For example, consider the 
prompt: 
• Describe the differences between evergreen and deciduous trees. 
Based on your personal experiences, what is your favorite kind 
of tree for each type? 
When students are asked to build a composition around personal experi-
ence, which appears frequently in writing prompts, the way is open for 
them to move in any of a wide range of areas or nowhere, depending on 
the topic. We are not suggesting that prompts never invite students to 
draw on personal experience, but rather that the ground rules for such 
invitations require careful attention. 
Of course, none of these prompts may provide a suitable starting 
point for students from urban areas, where trees are rare. The most ef-
fective starting point for a writing task often provides students with 
background about the topic-an experience, a discussion, or a passage, 
preferably with graphics. A basic contrast can be drawn between stand-
alone and text-based prompts, and we recommend the latter, especially 
for classroom purposes. Stand-alone assessments, the prototype of a 
writing test, are cold-turkey scenarios. Students are given paper, pencil, 
and question and are then on their own. It is hard to imagine a more 
challenging situation! This approach makes sense only as a way to im-
merse students in the experiences they will encounter in large-scale test-
ing, but the teacher should also try to build a ramp from a scaffolded sit-
uation to more spartan test environments. 
A reference passage can provide a resource for the writing task. 
Even when students are writing on a topic that they have just studied, 
often makes sense to include a target passage with the assessment proce-
dure, as it lessens the demands on memory and ensures all students have 
a common starting point for the task. Selecting the reference text re-
quires care, of course, much as for a comprehension test. Indeed, in this 
situation, comprehension and composition become interwoven. 
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The procedure for a writing assessment builds, in the ideal situa-
hat we know about the writing process (Gray, 2000). Students tion, on w h d d 
need time, information about the topic, scratc paper, support an a -
vice, and a strategy. . . h . 
y; is the most precious commodity for the classroom-t ere IS 
zmeough time even for basic writing. Then there is reading and 
never en ' . d f . d' . d 1 
· discussing and reviewing, and handlmg the nee s o 1n IVl ua scodnn~, No wonder many teachers assign writing a low priority. We 
stu en s. h f' · k t d t to 
offer two suggestions in this arena. T e Irst IS never ~o as s u en s 
· bout nothing. The second is to engage them m the assessment 
wnte a · (' 1 d' d' By "writing about nothing" we mean exercises me u mg IS-process. ' · · 1 · k' 
trict assessments) that are solely designed for wntmg. Th~ resu tIS a m 
to taking a driving test; you drive to show that you can dnve~ but you do 
not go anywhere! School subjects provide a plethora of opemngs f?r s~u­
dents to demonstrate knowledge, reaso~ing a?~lity, and ~ommumcat1ve 
'ty by composing both orally and m wntmg. Especially when em-
capac! ' . . . k k · · t' d bedded in an authentic proJect, wntmg tas s evo e Imagma 1on an 
force that is otherwise totally lacking. . . . . . 
Information about topic was mentioned earlier m the d1stmctwn be-
tween text-based and stand-alone writing. Most readers can remember 
h 1 d-book exams of days past (they can still be found, of course). t e c ose f h 1 . 'k' S ld m The contrast with writing tasks in life a ter sc oo Is ~tn I?g. e o 
d a Professional work on a problem (or write about It) With a closed oes · "Th' · book. Imagine a doctor, about to operate on you, annou~cmg, Is Is a 
closed-book operation!" We also suggest that informatiOn be made. as 
public as possible. Walls in today's classrooms are o~ten covered Wit.h 
papers full of notes, graphs, and picture.s. What a wnter ne~ds most IS 
words. Students will write more compellmg and better orgamzed papers 
when they can lift their eyes to the walls and fi~d. the words and p~rases 
that jumpstart them. Those who write for a hvmg depend on. th1s ap-
proach hence the need for scratch paper and room to spread It out. O~r high-tech colleagues are curious about how computers are used 
for writing in the classroom. They notice that student~ pr~pare a draft 
on paper, then use the computer for revision and pu~hc~twn~ and as~~ 
"Why don't they write on the computer from the begmnmg, hke I do. 
In fact, many of these colleagues rely on paper to get started. ~ages can 
be spread out and scribbled and graph~d on. It .takes expenence and 
practice with the computer screen to wnte exclusiVely on a computer. 
Writing can be a lonely task. We have done a lot o~ writing together, 
and some of it has been lonely, but the joy of the expenence come~ fr?m 
the collaboration which takes many forms. Our point in mentwnmg 
support and advi~e is partly to encourage teachers to provide sc~ffold­
ing, but the real message for assessment is to provide students with op-
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portunities and counsel about how to work together in the constructi f . . on o compositiOns. 
Finally, the matter of strategy-a synopsis of the writing process ca 
be cap~ured by thr~e two-part alli~erative phas.es: (1) develop and draf~ 
(2) revzew_ and revzse, and (3) poltsh and publtsh. Not every writing as~ 
sessment mcorporates all of these elements, but best practices build 
this design and lay out the specific assignment scenario for students.on 
We ~ope that, in ranging over this array of topics, you will consider 
the. plannmg and management of a writing assessment as an organic ex .. 
e.rcise, where you begin with an overarching design but know that, much 
hke an orchestra conductor, your role is not to tell the harpist when to pl~ck a pa~ticular string or the timpanist when to strike the drumhead 
With a particular force. We hope, in addition, to have sensitized you to. 
the social aspects of writing. 
So much for the soft side of assessment and evaluation. What about 
the bottom line? How should one judge how well the student did? What 
grade should one assign to the work? Grades have recently been comple-
mented by a new concept, the rubric. Advice about appropriate rubrics 
for ':riting assessment can be found in a variety of sources (Arter, 
McTighe, & Guskey, 2001). The primary division is between holistic 
and analytic, or trait, strategies. In holistic scoring, which dominates large-s~ale assessment, the rater gives the composition a brief reading (a 
few mmutes at most) and assigns it a single score. Raters undergo in-
ten~e training f?r this task, during which they review anchors, proto-
typical papers m eac~ of the score categories. To check consistency, 
benchmark papers are mserted during the scoring process and raters are 
recalibrated as necessary. This process leads to reasonably high inter-
rater reliability, which means that judges agree with one another, both overa~l and in judging individual students. The problem, of course, is 
knowmg exactly what the ratings mean and what to do with the infor-
mation. The strategy is poorly suited for classroom assessment. 
. . Analytic or trait rubrics (Spandel, 2004) are designed around spe-
cific facets of a composition, mostly related to familiar writing features. 
The most popular system today is the "Six Traits" approach, which en-
compasses six features, with a plus-one facet added recently: 
• Ideas: The composition includes a central focus or theme, 
is elaborated with relevant details, anecdotes, and similar fea-
tures. 
• Organization: The order and layout of the paper are coherent, 
with a clear sense of direction in communicating the focus or 
theme. 
• Voice: There is a sense that the writer is speaking directly to 
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reader and communicating a sense of purpose and an awareness 
of audience. 
• Word choice: Precision, appropriateness, and richness of vocabu-
lary are present. . . 
• Sentence fluency: One sees flow, connectedness, and vanety In 
the construction of sentences; this aspect depends somewhat on 
grammatical conventions, but is not exactly the same as the next 
item. . 
• Conventions: Mechanical features, including spelhng, grammar, 
punctuation, and paragraphing, are correct. 
• Presentation: This new facet covers the appearance of t~e com-
position, including handwriting, effective u~e of layout, Illustra-
tions, and so on (partly reflecting the emergmg use of computers 
for polishing a composition). 
A wide range of resources is available ~o illu~trate th~ use of the 
ltitrait system for analytical assessment, mcludmg rubn~s for each 
mu. long with examples of student writing that illustrate dtfferent lev-trait, a . . .. 
els of accomplishment for each facet. Best ~racuces m wntmg assess-
ment can clearly build on these features, whtch pre~are the st~dent for 
the practice of writing over the long. run, through ?~gh ~ch?ol Into col-
lege and on to the variety of professiOns whe~e wntmg Is et~her central 
(newspaper reporters, magazine and book editors) or esse.nttal (anyone 
who prepares memos or documents as part of .his or he: Job). 
A couple of the traits listed deserve sp.ecia.l attenti?n, and a few 
additional items are worth mentioning. Vmce Is both Important and 
challenging in classroom writing. For serious writing in college and be-
yond and for secondary students, a clear sense of purp?se an~ aware-
ness of audience are critical requirements for any wntmg assignment. 
Unfortunately, most writing prompts address these two featur~s. ':eakly 
at best. The audience is either the teacher (implicitly) or an artifiCial en-
tity ("write a letter to your parents"), and purpose is missing or made 
up. . . . 
All too often the reality is that an assignment 1s JUSt an asstgnment. 
Under these conditions, expecting students to infuse their com~osition 
with personal voice-with an authentic sense of purpose an.d a~~1ence~ 
is unrealistic. An honest voice might lead the student to begm, I m w~It­
ing this paper for Ms. Martin because I have to. I only need a B, .so I m 
not going to really do my best, but hope this is good enough." Th1s ~at­
ter can be handled at least partly in two ways. One is to call upon situa-
tions within the classroom that are as genuine and engaging as possible 
(some topics are more interesting and personally relevant tha? others). 
The other is to look for opportunities outside the classroom; With the ar-
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rival of the Internet, despite limited access in many schools, students 
engage others from around the world in authentic dialogues. 
.. The second point t~at we think ~eserves mention is length. Many 
wn~mg experts are conflicted about this feature; indeed, many think it 
~ mistake even to mention it. More is certainly not necessarily better, but 
It should be possible to offer students advice and feedback about "n 
h" d . h . Ot enoug an , m t ose rare mstances when it becomes a problem "to 
much." Teachers routinely include length as part of an assignmen~ (fiv~ 
paragraphs, two pages, and so on). If length is not included, it often 
matters nonetheless. The fifth grader who hands in three sentences whe 
everyone else is filling a page is likely to receive a low grade, even if th~ 
sentences are well crafted and on topic. Dealing with length is a complex 
matter, and we will not attempt to resolve it here, other than to encour-
age attention it in assignments. In the elementary grades, "more" is 
probably a positive outcome, certainly for a first draft. In the later 
~rades, when it becomes critical for students to learn to manage their 
time, the nature of the assignment may be important. Even here it is 
worth remembering that the best predictor of scores on most colle~e eri~ 
trance writing exams is not the content or style, but rather the length 
the essay. 
The third point ~enters on attention to genre, the type of writing 
called for b~ the assignment (Schleppegrel, 2004 ). Distinguishing be,. 
~ween. narrative a?-d informatio.nal writing, between stories and reports, 
Is an Important first step, but m our review of the available resources 
students could benefit from greater clarity in the distinction and fro~ 
further distinctions within the informational genre. For example, we 
have seen rubrics for narrative writing that emphasize topical focus in-
troduction, conclusion, and so on. This language is a mismatch to' the 
~arrative form, which builds on concepts like theme, setting, and resolu:.: 
t~on (~ukens, 2002). For informational texts, planning a simple · 
t1ve p1ece around the five-paragraph essay is quite different from la 
o.ut a compare-and-contrast analysis, a process explanation, or a oer·suat .. 
s1ve argument (Chambliss & Calfee, 1998). 
. Ou~ fo~rth point centers on the content or substance of a composi-
tiOn, whtch Is absent from writing assessment systems with which we 
familiar. Content was discussed earlier in contrast to process; for practi:.: 
cal purposes, you can think of process as everything that the multitrait 
models cover. One approach to content uses topic as the criterion. If the 
assignment is about earthquakes, did the student stick with earthquakes? 
From one perspective, this point is simple, but staying on topic can take 
many forms. The student can reproduce material from various sources, 
from paraphrasing to outright cutting and pasting. A student can'"'"'''"''" ....... , 
the topic as a story, recounting his experiences during the San FJ., .... ~.._ ... ., ..... ~ 
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L Prieta quake. Other students can demonstrate understanding by oma . . · · h 
forming resources and experiences mto a genume compos1t10n-t e trans . . 
building of something new from a co~le~tlo~ of basic element~ .. ~est 
tices in writing assessment should dtstmgmsh among these actiVIties. 
pSrac marizing and note taking are important skills for students to learn 
um f . . . S 
0 the point of fluency and as a context or practicmg conventwn.s. to-~telling is an engaging activity ~nd provides an~the~ opportumt.y for 
practicing skills. To be sure, relatively few storytellmg JObs are av~1lable 
f college graduates, but education should be about more than Jobs. or b d .. At a practical level, we think that text- ase wntmg assessments 
h uld include a rubric that gauges students' capacity to transform the 
s ~stance of the topic. The challenge is to handle this task at a classroom ~:vel. Ideally, the teacher has led students thr~ugh a to~ic .li~e earth-
uakes (or a general domain like plate tectomcs), and md1v1duals. or ~all groups have conducted additional reading and research, explonng 
the domain along paths that may be new to the teacher. Teachers cannot 
be experts on everything; how does one both offer students the freedom 
to explore and judge the quality and accuracy of diverse reports? 
In a project on reading and writing about science (Miller ~ Calf~e, 
2004 ), we and our colleagues spent considerable energy wrestlmg w~th 
such questions. On the one hand, it is imp~rtan~ for the student ~o. m-
clude fundamental concepts and relations m h1s or her compositiOn, 
what we refer to as schemata (Anderson, Spiro, & Anderson, 1978), or 
sets of ideas and words connected in particular ways, which can serve as 
a template for evaluating presentations. Fo.r insta.nce, volcanoes., an en-
gaging topic across the grades, take tw? w1~dly d1~ferent for~s m ~lass­
rooms: (1) the vinegar-and-soda verswn m wh1ch these mgred1e~ts, 
along with red dye, are poured into a clay model to generate an erupt1~e 
fizz; and (2) the plate-tectonics account, which suggests that the earth IS 
cracked into great chunks by the roiling of magma, where volcanoes 
emerge as "blurps," like a kettle of thick pea soup. However a student 
decides to treat the topic of volcanoes, a composition that captures the 
scientific content must include the pea-soup model in some form. A fa-
vorite example comes from a small-group project by students at a school 
near Honolulu, who prepared a lengthy project report on the difference 
between the vinegar-and-soda exercise in the weekly news magazine and 
what they had learned from reading about the volcanic terrain on which 
they walked. Their description of the contrast between the two models 
provided transformational evidence of deep learning. 
Pursuing this assessment route poses a number of challenges, not 
the least of which is the demand on the teacher to read individual com-
positions thoughtfully. Addressing this matter can be tough, but here are 
a few words of advice. The first builds on the potential for computer-
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~ased text analysis to do some heavy lifting here. Programs like the Intel-
ligent Essay Assessor (Ericsson & Haswell, 2006; Shermis & Daniels 
2~03 ), w~ile still in the prototype stage, provide students and teacher~ 
with a. qmck evaluation of the substance of a composition, including an 
analysis ?f the match to ~he content schemas. Which critical concepts 
and relatwns from the topic are found in the composition, and which are 
missing~ If the idea se~~s far-fetch~d, remember that, not too long ago, 
calculatmg the readab1hty of a particular passage required a fair amount 
of work. 
The second point, one that applies to all facets of composition as-
ses~~ent, is the suggestion to give away grading-indeed, the entire 
wn~mg system-to students. The teacher can accomplish this goal in a 
vanety of ways, including cooperative learning. What could be more 
se~s~ble than teaching student~ .to coll~borate on projects, including 
wntmg tasks, and to learn to cnt1que the1r own work? The main advice 
here .centers on teaching students about the concepts of genre, traits, and 
rubncs. This strategy brings at least two clear advantages. One is that 
students become independent learners in the fullest sense, responsible for 
?andling all facets of communicating their mastery of a topic. The other 
IS that the teacher no longer bears the entire responsibility for student 
le.arning; in particular, he or she does not have to read and review every 
piece of student writing in detail. Rather, his or her task is to monitor 
and discuss the students' reading of their work. 
Two potential problems emerge from this advice. First, what if stu-
dents do it wrong or cheat? Second, might it not be easier for the teacher 
to do the work than to spend the energy needed to teach students how to 
handle the task? The response to both questions is the same: Teaching 
students to become independent and responsible learners is difficult but 
addressing this challenge is critical for reform of schooling in our c~un­
try. These issues emerge with special clarity for content-area writing. 
When the conditions are right, writing reveals thinking with unusual 
clarity. The results show up partly as scores and grades, but more impor-
tant are the portraits that students construct in demonstrating their 
understanding of a topic, revealing their capacity to "go beyond the in-
formation given" (Bruner, 1973 ). 
MEETING THE CHALLENGE 
Basic skills in reading and mathematics have taken center stage in recent 
years. Without questioning the need for attention to these fundamental 
areas, we believe that improving educational outcomes for students in 
the United States will require engagement with the challenges of helping 
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d ts become proficient writers in the content areas. The principle stu en . . . 1 ' 
h 
· s that writing reveals thmkmg, that the capacity to ay out ones 
ere I 11' f h' . 
understanding in a clear, organized, and compe mg as 10n Is an essen-
tial communication tool. . . . . 
Effective and efficient formative assessment IS a key consideratiOn 
for this task. Writing assignm~nts prov.ide only limited benefit unless ac-
anied by informed and mformative feedback on both the process 
comp . . h . f 1 . d d content of the compositiOns. The tee mques or p anmng an con-
~cting such assessments are not mysterious; w~ know a. great deal 
about best practices from both research and pra~tiCal expenence. 
It is tempting to try to assemble these techmques as a set of black-
line masters, along with simple formulas to guide teachers and students. 
I eality these accomplishments depend on classroom teachers who nr ' d 1 · d' 1 ossess appropriate knowledge and skill for e.ve o~mg an Imp ement-
~ the best writing assessments that we can 1magme from current re-
mg · · f f · 1 d. 1 h and practice. They need opportumtles or pro esswna 1a ogue 
searc · · f d' 1 
around these matters, much as physicians have opportumties or me .1ca 
rounds (time when they can discuss cases), and they need the benefit of 
institutional support that recognizes the validity of assessments that are 
grounded in genuine performance activities. 
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